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Abstract 
The authors find necessary and sufficient conditions for GDT weighted Marcinkiewicz inequalities based at Stieltjes 
zeros. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
If P is an arbitrary polynomial of degree m - 1 and u is a weight function in [-1,  1], then the 
following identity is well known: 
m 
/ '  Ip(x)u(x)l 2 dx Z = ,~m(u-,ykllP(y,)l 2,
• 1 k=l  
where 2m(U2, t) is the mth Christoffel function with respect to the weight function u 2 and y,,  
k = 1 . . . . .  m, are the zeros o f  the ruth orthogonal  po lynomia l  assoc iated with the weight  function 
U 2" 
The above identity is generally false if we replace 2 by an arbitrary p E (0,+oc). Thus, we can 
investigate on the validity of the inequality 
f l m P P Ip(x)u(x)l p dx <<. (~ ~ 2m(U , y, )IP(Y*)I , (1) I *=1 
for any absolute constant c~ > 0 and for g iven -1  ~ Yl < "'" < Y., ~ 1. 
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This problem, which is very far from having a complete solution, is strongly connected with 
the weighted L p convergence of Lagrange interpolating polynomials. In particular, if P is the 
Lagrange polynomial Lm(f) interpolating a continuous function f on the knots yk, k = 1,... ,m, 
then (1) becomes 
m f~ [Lm(f,x)u(x)[ pdx ~ cg ~ 2m(U p, yk)lf(Yk)lP. 
--I k= l  
By using some imbedding theorems and some results of [8], from the above inequality we can 
deduce theorems on the uniform boundedness of the operator Lm in some Besov space. 
However, if the points Yk, k = 1,...,m, are zeros of orthogonal polynomials associated with any 
weight function w (i.e. Yk =xm, k(w), k= 1 .... ,m) and u and w are GDT weight functions (see 
Eq. (2) in Section 1.1), then in [8] it has been proved that for 1 <p<ec (1) is true if and only if 
u , 1 1 
E L p and U E L p , P + ~ = 1, q)(x) = x /1  - x 2. 
Very little is known in literature when the points Yk, k = 1,... ,m, are not zeros of orthogonal 
polynomials. 
In this paper we will assume that the knots Yk, k= 1,...,m, are the zeros of the mth Stieltjes 
polynomial E~(x) associated with an ultraspherical weight function 
1 
W;.(X)=(1--X2) ;" 2, 2E(0,1).  
We recall that {E2,(x)}m is not a standard sequence of orthogonal polynomials (see Section 1.2) and 
that the previous results in [8] cannot help us. However, in this paper we will find 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (1) when u is a generalized Ditzian-Totik 
weight function and Yk, k = 1,. . . ,m + 1, are zeros of E~,+~(x). An analogous theorem is proved if 
Yk, k = 1,... ,2m + 1, are zeros of P~E~,i+j, where P~ is the ruth ultraspherical polynomial. In the 
proof of these theorems, Lemmas 2 and 3 (new bounds for E,~+I and P~E~+ 1) are crucial and can 
be used in several contexts. For the sake of brevity, we cannot establish here new results on the 
corresponding Lagrange interpolation. We will consider this topic elsewhere. 
1.1. Generalised Ditzian-Totik weights 
We consider the so-called generalised Ditzian-Totik (GDT) weights of the form 
M 
u(x) = I I  [x - tk[c~Cok(lx -- tkl'~k), (2) 
k-0  
where Fk E E, -1  =t0<t l  < - "  <tM-~ <tM = 1, 6k = ½ i fkE  {0,M} and 6k = 1 otherwise. The func- 
tion chk is either equal to 1 or is a concave modulus of continuity of the first order, i.e. eSk 
is semi-additive, nonnegative, continuous and nondecreasing on [0, 1], oSk(0)=0 and 2&k((a + 
b)/2)>~&k(a) + ~ok(b) for all a, bE[0,1], and for every c>0,  &k(x)/x c is a nonincreasing func- 
tion on (0, 1) with limx~0+ &~(x)/x ~= ee. Special cases are the generalised Jacobi weights (aSk = 1 
for k=0 . . . . .  M)  and the Ditzian-Totik (DT) weights (Fk =0 and c5~ -- 1 for k= 1, . . . ,M - 1). For 
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u c: GDT being of the type (2) and m E N, we define 
M--I 
Um(X) = (x/1 + x + m-'  )2r°O~o(V/-i- -I x -I- m- i )  II(Ix - tk] + m-'  )r~ 
k I 
×(ok( lx  - -  t/,[ q- m -1 ) (v /1  - x + m 1 )2EVtDM(V#f  - -  X ~- m - I  ). (3 )  
We recall some results conceming GDT weights from [8]. For the convenience of the reader, we 
also include a short proof of the following Lemma 1 (see Section 3). Let the Hilbert transform be 
denoted by 
j' g( f ,  t) = f (x )  dx. (4) 
~x- t  
Lemma 1 (Mastroianni and Russo [8, Lemma 2.5]). Let 1 < p< ¢xD and U E GDT. Then for every 
function f such that fU  E L p we have 
I IH(f)gll,~ ~ Cl l fgl l , , ,  C¢C( f ) ,  
if and only if 
UeL  p, U I eU/ ,  p ' -  P (5) 
p - l "  
Lemma 2 (Mastroianni and Russo [8, Corollary 2.3]). Let w E GDT, w EL p, 1 <~ p <~ cx~. Then, for 
each f ixed 0 <<. a < m, there exists a positive constant C, depending on a and w, such that for every 
P E Pm and Ec[ -1 ,1 ]  with ]arccosE[ ~< a/m we have 
IIPwll~, ~ ClIPwll~,,~t-,.,l\~). 
Lemma 3 (Mastroianni and Russo [8, Lemma 2.1]). Let w E GDT. Then there exists a polynomial 
Q E Pro, m >~ 1, such that for Ix] ~< 1 
win(x) <<. Q(x) <~ Cwm(x), 
v/1 - x 2 
- -  Q ' (x )  <<. Cw. , (x ) ,  
m 
where C ¢ C(m). 
1.2. Stieltjes polynomials 
In the sequel, C will denote a generic constant independent of the variables in the context. In 
different formulas, the same symbol C may have different values. Moreover, we will write A ~ B, 
for A,B > 0, iff there exist two positive constants Mj,M2 independent of A and B such that 
Mi ~< ~<M> 
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I 
Given the ultraspherical polynomial Pd;, 2 E (0, 1 ), orthogonal with respect o w;~(x)= (1 -x2); -2 on 
( -1 ,  1), the Stieltjes polynomial E,'~+, is defined, up to a multiplicative constant, by 
I ). 2 
co;~(x)P;l(x)Em+l(x)x k dx  = O, k =0, 1,. . . ,m. 
--I 
While this definition is possible for more general orthogonal polynomials, the zeros of the Stieltjes 
polynomials are not necessarily real and in ( -1 ,  1 ). For w;~ and 2 E (0, 1 ) this property, as well as 
the interlacing property of the zeros of P,;I and E;;I+,, was proved by Szeg6 in [14]. See the surveys 
[5, 10] for a more detailed overview on the history and on basic properties of Stieltjes polynomials. 
Zeros of Stieltjes polynomials are used as nodes for Kronrod extensions of Gaussian quadrature 
formulas, based on P',;, for a maximum degree of algebraic exactness. Pairs of Gauss and Gauss- 
Kronrod formulas are a standard method for error estimation in automatic integration packages, see 
[13]. Carrying over this idea to Lagrange interpolation, extended interpolation formulas, based on 
the zeros of Stieltjes polynomials or other choices of nodes, have been considered in [3, 4]. 
In this paper, the Stieltjes polynomials E~)+~ are normalised such that we have (cf. [2]) 
{ 2} Em+l(cosO)sin;  10=cos  (m + 2)0 - (2 -1 )  +o(1)  
uniformly for 0 E [e, x -  5], e > 0 fixed. The proofs of the results are based on the sharp bounds 
sup ]co~(x)E'g+l(X)] <<. C, (6) 
xE[ - - I+m 2,¿--m 2] 2 
Ico;(x)G(x)G+,(x)l <<. c, (7) sup 
xC[ I+m 2,I--m 2] 
proved in [4, Theorem 2.1], where the polynomials F,;; are normalised such that we have (cf. [2]) 
; 0=cos{(2m+22)0- (22-1)2}+o(1  ) P~(COS ; O)Em+l(COS O) sin 2; l 
uniformly for 0 E [Gx-  c], c>0 fixed. Furthermore, we shall use the asymptotic relations (see [4]) 
1 1 
--(1 --(y~',2m+,)2) 5, k=l  . . . . .  2m+ 1, (9) 
K;" ; 20/+ (Yk ,2m+l ) l  m 
respectively 
1 (10)  O~ m+ 1 2 2 ) ~ __ 
- -  Ok+l.m+ 1 ¢~ Om+l,m+ 1 ~ I"C - -  Oi .m÷ I m' 
1 
~;5[ 2rn + 1 2 ,:. 5. - -  I / /n l+ l ,m+ i ~ r . J  - -  ,--.., ~a - -  I//1 ,m+ 1 ~b£+l.Zm+l (11) m 
2 2 2 for the cos arguments of the zeros ~-L,I+, < " ' '  <~m+l,m+l of  Em+|, respectively Yl.2m+~; < "'" < 
,; 2 __ 2 2 2 ;. 
~;):2m+l" Ok. m+ I Yk. 2o1+ I ~k.m+l COS --P;,E,I+I, i.e. = = cos K2m+ 1Y2m+l ,2m+l  of  /" The  above  asymptotic 
statements hold uniformly for all k. 
1 1 ; 
--(1 ; ~ - -(~L,,+,)-)2, k= l , . . . ,m+l ,  (8) ),t 2 IE.,.+, (~k..,+,)l m 
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The following results about Stieltjes polynomials are new and of  their own interest. They are, 
in addition to the above properties, the key to the proofs of the main results (Theorems 2 and 3 
below). 
Lemma4.  Let )rE(O, 1), rEN,  lm:=[m ] , r t -m ]]. Then 
,,!am f,,  (E~,+i(cosO)sin~ iO)" -cos"{(m+ 2)0- ( )~-1)7  } 2d0=0,  
/,i {  /26o ,,!im . ; (cos 0) sin 2' t 0)' - cos" (2m + 22)0 - (22 - 1)~ 
i 
=0.  
Lemma 5. Let 2 E (0, 1 ), 1 < p < vc, u E L r, r C N. Then there exists C > 0 such that 
lim inf ; " . . . .  II(Em+l) ull,, > /c  >o, 
i vv / . !  
7 n 
lira inf ~ ,. _ _u  > 0. I I(K: .... ,) ull,, > /C  (w~.) ,, tH ~ ">C I" 
(12) 
(13) 
2. Marcinkiewicz inequalities 
For a nonnegative weight w with O< I [wl [ l<~,  the Christoffel function is defined by 
/.,+, ~ I 
)tm(W,t)= t~ l  p2(w, t ) )  , 
where pk(w) are the orthonormal polynomials with respect to w. In [1] and [7, Theorem 5] it is 
proved that, for w E GDT, we have 
- -  + Wm(X), (14) 
m 
where w,, is like Um in (3) and Itl ~< 1. The following result is proved in [8, Theorem. 2.6]. 
Theorem 1. Let u E GDT, u E L p, 1 <~ p < oc. Let zk = cos 0k, 0h. E [0, rt], - 1 <z~ < • • • <Zm < 1, and 
0~,+~ - Ok ~ 0,,, ~ rt - O~ ~ m ~. Then for  every polynomial P E P/,,, and l f ixed inteqer, we have 
p P /..,(u ,z, )lP(zh )l <~ cIIPull,,, 
\ k=l  
where C is independent o f  m and P. 
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Remark. The statement is slightly different from [8, Theorem 2.6] (with respect o the endpoints), 
but the proof can be carried over completely. 
The following theorems are the main results of this paper. 
Theorem 2. Let 2 E (0, 1 ), 1 < p < c~, u E GDT, u E L p. The followin9 assertions are equivalent. 
(1) For all pEPm, 
Ie(~,,m+,)l ~IIPull~ ~< c ~m+l( u ,~k,m+l) 
\ k= l  
where C is independent of m and P. 
W2 
(2) 2 C L p', 
U 
where ( l /p)  + (1/p') = 1. 
(15) 
(16) 
Theorem 3. Let 2 E (0, 1 ), 1 < p < o~, u E GDT, u E L p. The following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) For all p E [~2m, 
Ileullp <. c ,4m(U ,yk,2m+,)lP(yk,2m+l) , 
\ k= l  
where C is independent of m and P. 
(2) u Lp w; Lp, 
- -  E and E , 
W)~ U 
where ( I /p)  + (1/p') = 1. 
(17) 
(18) 
Remark. In view of Lemma 1, a third equivalent statement is the boundedness of the weighted 
Hilbert transform in L p, 
H( f )~ p< C f -~  p 
respectively, 
H( f )~ p<.C f ~ p. 
3. Proofs 
Proof of Lemma 1. We have 
IIH(f)UILp <. C[IfUIIp, C 7 A C(f),  
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if and only if U E Ap, i.e. for each interval I c ( -1 ,  1) there holds 
IIUIIL"II) Ilu lllL"'u) <<" CII[' P p -  1' (19) 
with C being independent of  I, and where IlJ is the measure of  I (cf. [6, 11]). If (19) holds, 
then obviously (5) follows. Suppose (5) holds. Since U and U J are bounded functions in each 
subinterval of  [ -1 ,  1] not including the possible singularities tk, k - -0 ,  1 , . . . ,M,  it is sufficient to 
consider U(x)  = Ix l~(Ix]) ,  - 1/p < a < l ip ' ,  I = (0, d), 0 < d < 1, where ~ is either equal to 1 or 
is a concave modulus of  continuity of the first order that satisfies the additional assumptions in 
Section 1.1. Hence, ~(Ixl) is a nondecreasing function, and we have 
(l A := x~P~P(x) dx  <~ (1 4- ap)  lip - (1 4- ap)  l,'p" 
Since U E GDT,  for all e>0 ~(Ixl) /x ~ is a nonincreasing function. For every fixed e<(1 /p ' ) -  a, 
B :---- x,u,,~p,(ixl ) = k,~(lxl) j dx 
d ~ d lip' d I/p' 1 
~< ~(d)  d"+c (1 - ap' - cp ' )  lip' - -  U (d)  (1  - ap' - cp ' )  I,'p'" 
Thus it follows that A .B  <<. C(a ,p )d ,  i.e., (19). [] 
Proof  of Lemma 4. Let c > 0. For the first statement, we split the integral, 
fL~ E K m ~ 
= + + =:I I  +12. 
m s 
Now, using (6), 
II, l< c + ~ dO 4 ce ,  
where C is independent of e and n. Furthermore, 
for m --~ oc (cf. [2]). For -- ; A E,~+l (cos 0) sin "-I 0 and B= cos{(m + 2)0 -  (2 -  1)f} we have 
r I 
IA" - B"] <~ IA - Ol ~ IAI r ~ ilBl' 
i o 
and hence II2] ~ 0 for m ~ ~ and fixed c. Now we can choose c arbitrarily small, which leads to 
the first statement. The proof of  the second statement is analogous. 
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Proof  o f  Lemma 5. For orthogonal polynomials and r - -1  the assertion was proved in 
[12, Theorem 32]. For the present case, the proof is based on Lemma 4 and follows analogously as 
in [12, Proof of Theorem 3.2]. Therefore we omit the details. [] 
Proof  o f  Theorem 2 .  Assume that condition (16) holds. We consider the Lagrange interpolation 
operator 
m+l 
L~+,(f ,x)  = ~ l,.m+,(X) f (  Z.,,+, ). 
k=l 
For every P E Pm we have 
IIPullp= > f '  IlZm+,(P)ullp sup dx, - . = L~,+l(P,x)u(x)g(x ) p' P 
II#Jll,,,=l l p -  1 
Let g be any function in L p' such that Ilgll,,, = 1. We have 
1 m+l Z 1 ). 
f P(~k'm+l) J i  Em+l(x)u(x)g(X)dx L>m+1(P,x)u(x)g(x)dx = ~ ~, >. ----  >m 
_, ,=, Em+,(~,.m+l) , x - ~-*.m+l 
P(~-k ,m+l  )7~(~k,m+! ) 
E ~., t>>. ~ ' k=l m+l k"~k,m+ 1I 
where 
_1 2 2 _ Em+,(t)Q(t) 7~(t) = Em÷ 1 (x)Q(x) - g(x)u(x) 
t x t Q(x )  
dx, 
with Q being a yet unspecified positive polynomial of degree ~< m, is a polynomial of degree ~< 2m. 
Using (8), we estimate 
f 
l m+l ,~ 
L~+,(P,x)u(x)g(x)dx <~ C~-~ ~O(~k'm+')(1 (~m+,)2)2 ½ > > - )P ({ , .~+,  )l 
i k=l m ' " 
cZ ~(*.m+,) -> > - I P (~, ,m+,  )1 lUm(¢*,,,+l )1 
k=l m 
,:. (P ( -  ,--I ) ~'~ ,: 1 
~(~,.°,+,) - -  (1  -~ - ( i:,m+,)2)~ 
X 2 Um(~k.m+, ) 
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.I 
where 
c m lum(¢~..+,)l~lP(¢~:.,.,)l" 
I , k= l  
). I / 'p '  
I~(~+,  __  _ _ _  )1 (1  - (~..m+, x ~#(~k,m+, ) 
k=l  m lUm(¢~,m+, )[P '  " 
Using (14), we obtain 
~/1 ~. )2 
- (¢k,.,+l ,:. p lu.,,(g.m+,)l <- C;~m+,(U".¢~m+,). 
m 
where the constant C is independent of m and k, and hence 
m+l ,} I,'p 
iL~,+t(P,x)u(x)g(x)dx <<.C ,~m+I(UP  )- )- t' 
). 1 pt ,} 
/ I~(~.,+, )1 ~' ~- - -7~ urn(C, m+~ ) S[,';.,, ---- { ~k=[ (JO(~'m+l)m 
~<C ~ , 
p' 
,m, 
and the last inequality follows from Theorem 1, (10) and (14). From Lemma 2 we obtain 
p/ 
~<C 
=Ii 
dx-- / E~+l(x)g(x)u(x) Em+lO (x .)O ~ ,7.4 ) xw2 :c  . . . .  ;- dx 
U U X- - "  -1  - -  
w_~H(Em+lgU)2 ;. -{ -C -~ ~w~ Em+IQH (~)  L,; 
11 }}LP' (A,,,) (A.,) 
+ E, (20) 
where 
Am = Am(w) = ( -  1, 1 )\A'm(W ), 
1 ,1) A:,(w)= ( -1 , - I+~)U(1-~ ( U \ t~ - -  - -  
Lk=l  
and H denotes the Hilbert transform as in (4). We have 
Ij <~ C wLE~,+, 9 , <C]]gl]p, =C, 
II 2 IILI' (A,,,) 
,t~ + 
m 
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using (6)• For x C Am, we have Um ~ U, and from Lemma 3 we obtain that there exists a polynomial 
Q* of degree ~< rn such that 
urn(x) <<. Q*(x)<Cum(x). 
We use again (6) and choose Q= Q* in inequality (20). Since u EL p we have that u/w~ EL  p, 
2 
2 E [0, 1]. We observe that the assumptions of Lemma 1 are satisfied with U = w~/u, and hence 
2 
I2 ~ C QH (~)  LP,(A..,) ~ C[]QQ-l g[[Lp,(A.,) ~ C[]g,[p. =C• 
Therefore, the condition (16) is sufficient for the inequality (15)• 
We now show the necessity of (16)• We first estimate the fundamental Lagrange polynomials, 
using (8), 
2t Era+l(x) 
Ilk, m+l(x)[ = E~ , i~ ~; 
m+l \¢k, rn+l )(X - -  k.m+l ) 
;. 
(p (~m+l) . l  . ,~ I Em+l(x )
~> C m' I, - (¢~•m+,)2)~-i [X ~ ~,m~+l ' 
and hence, for u being a GDT weight, 
E~+lu p C1 ¢; 
• 5~+1 m-((-D(k,m+,)) 2 ~ Illk•m+,Ull  (21) 
). q)( +1)  
C2Um(~k,m+l) -- , 
where the second inequality comes from an application of (15) and (14). Assume 
W2 
~ L p', p ' -  P 
u p -1  
Since u E GDT, i.e. chj in the definition of u are of subalgebraic growth, at least one of the following 
assertions must be true: 
2 
(i) 
2 
2 1 
(ii) 
2 2 
1 
(iii) r~ >~ p, 
1 1 
r0~<-- -  
2 p"  
1 
_r'g+l ~< -_  pt ' 
for some i= 1, . . . ,M - 1, 
where to = 1 and tM ---- 1. Assume (i) holds, the other cases can be treated analogously. For k = 1 we 
obtain from (21), using [x -  ~,,,+l[ <2, 
IIEL,ullpm- '-'2r°+' C. 
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Using Lemma 5, we have 
"~ ~-  - - i  
-- ~--- ).+2Fo+l U 
m l,' ~<C , 
p 
and since we already proved that uw~ ~ E L p, we have 
2 
2 1 1 
2 2 Po -  p,. 
Similarly as in (21) we obtain 
2 
sup ~Em + 1---~u ~ C. 
mc~ " - ~k m+l p 
Let ~- -'; Using ~ ( ' z l ,m+l"  
C 
ix - <- ix + 11 + - -  
m 2 ' 
and defining 
A~= [-1 + fi, ½(-1 + t,)], 6<¼(-1  + t,), 
we obtain 
Em+l~;u p ) C Em+lU L,'t&) 
" - -  ~" l"  A~i~[ ~- -m-2  
6 
Using Lemma 5, we have 
lim sup ; lim in f , ,~  fm 
IlEm+lfmllp ~ C 
2 p 
where 
fm(X)  = 
u(x)zAAx) 
ix+ 1[ +m -2' 
where Z,4,~ denotes the characteristic function of A,s. Using this inequality, we have 
;' LP(A6 ) LP(A ~ ) 
Era+ IU u 
C ~>limsUPm~ [ .+~iTm-  2 ~>C~ [ .+ l [w~ 
1 +~5 
! t~+l  
=logp 26 ' 
(X + 1)-1 /
l/p 
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i.e., there exists a constant D, independent of 6, such that 
t l+ l  log~ ~<D for a l l0<6<t l+ l  
4 ' 
which is a contradiction. Hence, (16) must be valid. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3. We obtain the sufficiency of (18) as well as the necessity of the second 
condition in (18) in a completely analogous way as in the previous proof. To prove the necessity 
of the first condition in (18), assume that for every polynomial P C ~[~2m we have 
2m+l 
IIPu[l~ ~c~ " ~ ~ A2m+l(U , )l p- YL2m+I )lP(Yk.2m+l 
k- l  
Then for every continuous function f we have 
2m+l 
2 [l~ejm+~(f)ull p <~ C ~ " P ;2 ,~em+, (u , Yk 2m+l ) f(Y~,,Rm+l )1
k 1 
2m+l 
~<cIIfll Y~ " ; cxz 22m+l(U ,YL2m+,) ~< CIIfil~llul[~ <- CIIfl[~, 
k- I  
using Theorem 1 and since u C L p. Therefore, 
II~m+,ull~-- sup 11~2~m+,(f)ul[~ ~< c. 
Ilfll~=t 
Applying Theorem 2.2 of [9, p. 433], we get 
IIKL+,ullp ~ CIIXdm+,w~.ll,ll~eL+,ull;. 
Using (7), we have 
IIg~m+,w~ll, ~ c, 
C independent of m. Hence 
like;.+, ull p < el i  ~e~;.+, ull p < c < ~,  
where C is independent of m. By Lemma 5 with r= 1, this implies the first condition in (18). [] 
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